insight and tools to implement reuse in the workplace. The final two articles examine what kind of help programmers need to evaluate and understand software intended for reuse.
For years, I have used an analogy that compares used cars to used programs (Computer, April 1983 , June 1986 , and May 1987 . I think this analogy holds for pungent and pragmatic reasons: People are leery about buying a used car for many of the same reasons programmers are reluctant to reuse someone else's work. With this analogy in mind, I offer some of my own insights -as a seasoned veteran of many used-program sales -into the problems of software reuse and what factors have inhibited its acceptance as viable form of software development.
New or used? Before deciding on whether to invest in a new or used car, a prospective buyer should first identify his needs (features, performance, price range). Other factors, like urgency, may constrain the selection process to a vehicle on the lot instead of one ordered from the factory. In any case, the buyer should develop a strategy for evaluating candidates.
The next step is to shop around. To establish the credibility and viability been put on the program since the last of new and used programs and compochange or if the types of updates have been nents, the seller should provide both a insignificant, the prospective buyer can policy for determining responsibility for place more confidence in the product. The error and a mechanism for resolving customer should avoid a situation where problems. the maintenance record indicates more If a program does not meet all the cusproblems are introduced each time one tomer's requirements, the manufacturer, problem is fixed.
dealer, or customer is faced with the task of modification. What options are availReputation. If no maintenance record is able, and how easily is a program cusavailable, the customer can estimate the tomized? These characteristics play an reliability of the vehicle by associating it important role in determining the overall with the overall quality of the manufac-reusability of a program. Finally, the turer's vehicles.
buyer should ask how customization Similarly, if a software manufacturer affects the warranty. If things go wrong, has a track record of delivering quality the new owner might have difficulty programs, the customer can place more soliciting assistance from the original mantrust in other programs that manufacturer ufacturer if the program has since been sells.
modified.
Options. Because customer requireIntangible inhibitors. The reputation of To some the choice is obvious, and to ments and tastes vary, a manufacturer used-car salesmen and the products they those I say, "Read on!" Your skepticism provides options to satisfy the customer's promote is somewhat negative. Getting should be abated by the progress of this needs as closely as possible. Certain stuck with a lemon is a major concern of issue's authors. The technical foundations options must be installed by the manufac-most used-car customers. This same lack from making software reuse a viable alterturer; others can be installed by factory-of trust in programming products has been native to program development have been trained mechanics; still others can be the major inhibitor in advancing software identified and demonstrated, thus adding installed by the customer. In any case, the reuse. Unfortunately, because it is often credibility to the used-program business. risk associated with adding an option easier to write an incorrect program than Reuse is not a reality for us all, but the decreases as the expertise of the person to understand a correct program, pro-question of whether or not it is -and making the changes increases.
grammer productivity (which would always will be - minor, the seller might be to able cus-shop undergoing repairs and has the dis-computer engineering from Syracuse Univertomize the software before consummating tinct possibility of crashing due to some sity, and is currently completing work for a PhD the sale.
unforeseen manufacturing defect. at Stanford University.
